Fuel+

Our unique fuel management service

Fuel+ from TMC is a unique fuel management service that encompasses fuel
cards, mileage capture and audit and detailed reporting.
We work with a number of fuel card partners and help you select the card/s that best suits
your objectives. We can help you with global, regional or national fuel card strategies.
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Coupled with TMC’s multi award-winning mileage capture technology, we carry out an
advanced audit on all fuel transactions and check every business mile is in line with your
policy.
In fact, our data mining tools flag anything that needs further investigation to our in-house
audit team. For example, highlighting potential commute miles and duplicate claims.
Your company benefits from accurate business mileage data, reduced fuel bills and
informative reporting that you can use to optimise your fleet strategy.

“

On average, TMC customers reduce
their fuel bills by 15.4%

”

How it works?
1. You select the card/portfolio of cards that best suits your needs – whether that be
coverage, discounted fuel, maximizing rebates or a blended solution based on geography
or employee grade*.
2. TMC can manage the card issue and control and assumes all administrative and supply
chain responsibilities.
3. Drivers can log their business mileage on the go via our app, Mileage Track, or they can
upload it via our easy to use online system. No receipts are required. Business and
personal use are separated. TMC audit each and every business journey and where any
anomalies are spotted, we follow up with the driver.
4. We produce a payroll file each month for private mileage deductions, along with a host
of reports that give you complete visibility of your fleet’s fuel spend and performance.
5. We send drivers reminders each month to ensure compliance.
*TMC is remunerated by some of the card providers for whom TMC carry out introducer activities

The audit
We audit each trip, and manage all driver contact, reducing your administration time, while
you benefit from more detailed analysis.
We quickly identify fuel anomalies, and possible misuse, by cross checking fuel transactions
on a daily basis to ensure any anomalies are quickly identified and looked into.
We look for:
Overfills
Where the number of litres purchased is
greater than the fuel tank capacity

Possible Commute Trip
Identifies trips within 1 mile of home
and workplace postcodes

Multiple Fills
Three or more individual transactions in one
day

Concurrent Transactions
Fuel transactions over three consecutive days

Small Fills
Monitoring spend against defined
parameters
We use a traffic light system to score drivers, who can drill down to see the reason behind
any ‘red’ or ‘amber’ areas and rectify mistakes themselves.
Outstanding anomalies are followed up by our Customer Service Advisors.

Reporting
Mileage data is combined with fuel purchases to provide accurate figures for fuel
consumption and pence per mile costs.
We consolidate all your data to provide insightful reporting that can help you:
Reduce costs further
Steer your fleet strategy
Reduce your carbon footprint
Manage driver performance
Keep accurate, audited business mileage records

Mobile app
Drivers also benefit from our app ‘Mileage Track’.
Our new Auto Track functionality takes mileage recording to another level by automatically
recording journeys without driver intervention and loading them instantly onto the driver’s
TMC account.
With Auto Track+ you get the additional benefit of driver
behaviour monitoring - the ideal solution for ensuring
the safety and wellbeing of your drivers is monitored
whilst on the go.

The award-winning Fuel+ gives you
cost savings, visibility and control.
For more information on Fuel+ and how TMC can help make savings for
you, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. You can reach us on:
t: +44 (0) 1270 525 218 e: reply@tmc.co.uk w: www.tmc.co.uk

